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We introduce several quasi-uniformities on the hyperspace of a topological space 
in order to study convergence of nets of semicontinuous multifunctions. The inter- 
play between conjugate quasi-uniformities yields results on both the topological 
structure of hyperspaces and the convergence of semicontinuous multifunctions. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with convergence of nets of semicontinuous mul- 
tifunctions. A general notion of uniform and local uniform convergence is 
investigated which provides, in its various applications, a satisfactory 
framework for the preservation of semicontinuity properties of the limit 
multifunctions. 
Our basic tool consists in the quasi-uniformization of the hyperspace of a 
topological space which acts as range of a net of multifunctions; these 
quasi-uniformities are then used to define convergences on the set of mul- 
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tifunctions. This approach appears to be a natural one since the most com- 
mon topologies defined on hyperspaces (e.g., the upper and lower Vietoris 
topologies) are not uniformizable, while every topology is quasi-unifor- 
mizable. 
Each quasi-uniformity admits a conjugate quasi-uniformity and the 
interplay between the two structures has an important role in the con- 
vergence results that we obtain (see Section 6). 
The use of conjugate quasi-uniformities also shows the remarkable fact 
that the lower Vietoris topology of a hyperspace is conjugate to several 
“upper” topologies, among which, in the uniformizable case, the upper 
Wijsman topology. We define the notion of upper semicontinuity 
corresponding to it-which is weaker than Hausdorff upper semicon- 
tinuity-and prove that the hyperspace of closed subsets of a separable 
metric space endowed with the Wijsman topology is again metrizable and 
separable. 
In [ 13, 1, 211 convergence of nets of mutifunctions is studied in terms of 
Hausdorff distance or exponential uniformity. Salinetti and Wets in [23] 
introduce a different definition of uniform convergence which was later 
developed by Del Prete and Lignola in [6]. 
In [ 161 convergence of multifunctions defined as inverses of point 
functions is considered. 
The paper, which unifies these different approaches, is organized as 
follows: in Section 1 we recall some definitions and fix the notation; Sec- 
tion 2 deals with convergence of nets of subsets: we present some new 
results and collect others that are scattered in the literature; in Section 3 we 
discuss several quasi-uniformizations for the lower Vietoris topology of the 
hyperspace of a topological space; in Sections 4 and 5 the conjugate quasi- 
uniformities are introduced and the “upper” topologies of hyperspaces are 
studied; in Section 6 we consider uniform convergence with respect to a 
quasi-uniformity and in Section 7 we apply the results that we obtain to 
nets of multifunctions; finally Section 8 is devoted to graph-closed mul- 
tifunctions and Section 9 to Dini-type theorems. 
1. TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION 
In this section we recall some results and definitions that we will use 
throughout the paper. The basic references are [ 171 and [S] from which 
we slightly differ in terminology. 
Let Y be a nonempty set and let 2’[2,Y] be the family of all subsets 
[nonempty subsets] of Y. A mapping F from a set X to 2’ will be called a 
mult$unction and denoted by F: X +Y. If AGX and BGY we put 
F(A)= Uxe~ F(x) and F-‘(B) = { XEXI F(x)nB#@}. 
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Let X and Y be topological spaces; N(x) and N(y) will denote respec- 
tively the neighborhood filters of x in X and of y in Y, A multifunction 
F: X-b Y is V-lower semicontinuoxr at x E X ( V-lsc at x) if for every open 
set Gc Y, GnF(x)#@, there is UEN(X) such that UcF-‘(G). F is V- 
upper semicontinuous at XE X (V-USC at x) if for every open set GE Y, 
F(x) E G, there is U E N(x) such that F(U) c G. 
A multifunction F is V-continuous at x E X if it is V-lsc and V-USC at x. 
(Semi) continuity on a subset A of X is defined as (semi) continuity at 
every point of A. 
For a subset G of Y let us put 
(G)={AE~~IAEG} and (G)={AE~~IA~G#@}. 
The family {(G) ) GE Y and G is open} is a subbase for the lower Vietoris 
topology V- on 2 ‘, while the family {(G) 1 G G Y and G is open} is a 
base for the upper Vietoris topology V+ on 2’. The supremum topology 
V = V- v V+ is the Vietoris topology on 2 ‘. 
It is clear that a multifunction F: X + Y is V-kc.. [V-USC, V-continuous] 
at x if, and only if, the function F: X -+ 2’ is continuous at x with respect 
to the topology V- [ Vf, V] on 2’. 
Let (Ai)i,, be a family of subsets of Y and assume that 9 is a filter on Z. 
The lower limit and the upper limit of (Ai)i,, are respectively defined by the 
formulae 
LiAi= n u A, and LsAi= n u Ai, 
EEB# icE HEY ieH 
where~‘={E~ZIEnH#~foreveryHE~}isthegrillof~.If(Ai)ie, 
is a net of subsets of Y, 3 can be assumed to be the filter generated by the 
family ({jeZ[ jai} 1 iEZ}. Then 
LiAi=(yEYIVVEM(y)3iEZ:Vj’ji,AjnV#@} 
and 
LsA;=n u Aj. 
ieIj>i 
If (AL. is a sequence of subsets of Y, Li A, and Ls A,, are the usual 
Kuratowski limits (see [ 143). 
Let F: X+ Y be a multifunction; consider the family (F(x)),, x and the 
filter X(x0). 
Then the corresponding lower and upper limits will be denoted respec- 
tively by Li,, xo F(x) and Ls,,, F(x). 
A multifunction F: X-P Y is V-lsc at x0 if, and only if, 
F(x,J = Li, -+x,, F(x). 
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A multifunction F: X -+ Y is graph-closed at XE X if for every ye Y, 
(x, y) EW implies (x, y) E Gr F, where Gr F= {(x, y) 1 y E F(x)} denotes 
the graph of F. Equivalently F is graph-closed at X,EX if, and only if, 
Ls ,~,F(xFFh). A multifunction F: X-+ Y is graph-closed if it is 
graph-closed at every x E X, i.e., if Gr F is closed in Xx Y. 
A multifunction F: X -+ Y is C-upper semicontinuous at x0 E X (C-USC. at 
x0) if for every compact set Kc Y disjoint from F(x,) there is U E .N(xO) 
such that F(x) n K = @ for every x E U. 
We define the cocompact topology C on 2’ by taking the family 
{2Y\(K) 1 Kc Y and K is compact} as its base (see [9]). Observe that a 
multifunction F: X-+ Y is C-USC. at x E X if, and only if, the function 
F: X + (2 ‘, C) is continuous at x E X. 
If Y is Hausdorff then Vf > C and if Y is also compact then V+ = C. 
A multifunction F: X + Y is subcontinuous [22] at x E X if for every net 
@ihe I convergent to x, every net (y,),, , such that yj E F(xj) has a con- 
vergent subnet. 
A filter 9 on Y is compactoid [8] if every ultrafilter finer than P is con- 
vergent. 
Let (Ai)i,, be a net of subsets of Y. If Uj3 i A, # @ for every i E I then the 
family { Uj> i Ai I ig I} is a filter base for a filter d on Y. A net (Ai)iE, is 
compactoid if d is compactoid. 
A multifunction F: X -+ Y is subcontinuous at x E X if, and only if, the 
net (F(I~)),,~,-,,, is compactoid (see [S]). 
Let Z be a nonempty set. A filter @ on Z x Z is a quasi-uniformity [ 1 S] 
on Z if: 
(Ql) A c V for every VE%!, where A = {(z, z) 1 ZE Z}; 
(42) For every VE& there is WE%! such that Wo WS V. 
A family PJ E % is a base for % if for every V E “li there is WE S+I such 
that WC V. 
A family 9 & 6 is a subbase for % if the family of all finite intersections 
of elements of 9 is a base for 4X. A subbase 9’ of & is composable if for 
every V E 9 there are W,, W, E B such that W, 0 Wz s V. 
A quasi-uniformity @ on Z is a uniformity if it satisfies 
There is a base g for % such that W = W-’ for every WE .%?. (U) 
A uniformity % is Hausdorff if n YE Q V = A. 
Let (Z, @) be a quasi-uniform space. For B s Z and VE 43 put 
V(B) = {ZEZ 1 (y, Z)E V for some y E B}. We will write V(z) for V( (z]). 
Every quasi-uniformity % generates the topology 
zq= {GcZ 1 VZEG~VE@: V(z)sG}. 
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A topology T on Z is compatible with a quasi-uniformity @ on Z if T% = r. 
It is known [19] that every topological space (Z, r) is quasi-uniformizable, 
i.e., there exists a quasi-uniformity ?% on Z compatible with z. Pervin [ 191 
defined 4? by taking as its subbase the family 
{GxGu(Z\G)XZI GET}. 
A quasi-pseudo-metric on Z is a nonnegative function d: Z x Z + R such 
that for x, y, z E Z: 
(a) d(x, x) = 0; 
(b) d(x,y)bd(x,z)+d(z,y). 
A pseudo-metric is a quasi-pseudo-metric which is symmetric. A family 
(4L s of pseudo-metric is saturated if the supremum of each finite sub- 
collection of (d,) belongs to (d,). 
Let (Z, d) be a quasi-pseudo-metric space and let us put 
Be= {(x,y)~ZxZ I d(x,y)<E}, B,= ((x,y)~ZxZ I d(x,y)dE}. 
Then the family B = {B, 1 E > 0} is a base for a quasi-uniformity f&(d) on 
Z compatible with the topology generated by d. If d is a pseudo-metric 
(metric) then a(d) is a uniformity (Hausdorff uniformity) on Z. 
If % is a quasi-uniformity on Z then 9 -’ = { V/- ’ 1 V E % > is also a 
quasi-uniformity on Z. 
4!? and @ - ’ will be called conjugate quasi-uniformities. Let us denote by 
@ the supremum filter 4 = % v W’; observe that 4 is a uniformity on Z 
compatible with the supremum topology r% v zQ - 1. 
Let (Z, rc, a) be a bitopological space, i.e., a set Z with two topologies rc 
and (T defined on it. A bitopological space (Z, IT, cr) is a quasi-uniformizable 
[ 151 if there exists a quasi-uniformity % on Z such that tg = n and 
T*-l=CI. 
Let (Y, %) be a uniform space. A multifunction F: X+ Y is H-lower 
semicontinuous at x0 E X(H-lsc at x0) if for every VE 4?/ there is U E JV(X~) 
such that x E U implies F(x,) c V(F(x)). F is H-upper semicontinuous at 
x0 E X (H-USC at x0) if for every VE @ there is U E M(xO) such that x E U 
implies F(x) E V(F(xO)). F is H-continuous at x0 E X if it is H-kc and H-USC 
at x0. 
For VE% put H(V)= {(A, B)~2”x2~1 Ac V(B)}. The family 
{H(V) 1 VE a!> is a base for the lower exponential quasi-uniformity 2 on 
2 ‘. The inverse quasi-uniformity # - ’ will be called the upper exponential 
quasi-uniformity on 2’ [3]. Let H-, H+ and H denote the topologies 
generated on 2’ respectively by 2, #- ’ and %? = 2 v S- ‘. 
Observe that a multifunction F: X+ Y is H-kc [H-USC, H-continuous] 
at x E X if, and only if, the function F: X+ 2’ is continuous at x with 
respect to the topology H-[H+, H]. 
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It is known that V+ > H+ and V- <HP. Moreover I’+ and H+ coin- 
cide on the family k(Y) of compact subsets of Y, while VP and H- coin- 
cide on the family 6(Y) of totally bounded subsets of Y. It is also known 
that 2 induces on c( Y) = {A E 2 ’ 1 A is closed} a Hausdorff uniformity. 
If % is generated by a bounded metric d, then S? is pseudo-metrizable, 
e.g., via the well known Hausdorff distance 
h(A, B) = max{sup d(a, B), sup d(b, A)}, 
OEA he6 
where 
4x A)=df; 4x a) if @#AcY and d(y, @)= +co. 
2. CONVERGENCE OF NETS OF SUBSETS 
We examine here various types of convergence for nets of subsets. We 
present some new results and expose in a unified way many facts that are 
scattered in the literature. 
Let (Y, r) be a topological space and let T be a topology on 2 ‘. A net 
(Ai) of subsets of Y is T-convergent o a subset A of Y if it is convergent o 
A in the hyperspace (2 ‘, T). Accordingly, a net (Ai) is V--convergent [ I/+- 
convergent] to A E 2’ if, and only if, for every open subset G of Y which 
intersects [includes] A, there is i, E I such that Ai n G # Q, [A, E G] for 
i > i,. A net (Ai) is C-convergent o A if, and only if, for each compact set 
K, KnA=@, there is i,EZsuch that AinK=@ for i>i,. 
If (Y, %!) is a uniform space, then (Ai) is H--convergent [H+- 
convergent] to A if, and only if, for every VE @ there is ~,EZ such that 
A s V(A,)[A,& V(A)] for ia i,. 
Let us consider the lower Vietoris topology V- on 2’. It is well known 
that (Ai) is V--convergent to A if, and only if, A z Li Ai. If ( Y,d) is a 
metric space we can obtain several equivalent conditions. 
2.1. PROPOSITION (cf. [23, th. 2.2; 24, th. 3.1; 7, p. 2341). Let (Y, d) be 
a metric space and (Ai) a net of subsets of Y. The following conditions are 
equivalent : 
(a) (Ai) is V--convergent to A E 2 ‘; 
(b) For every YE Y, d(y, A) > lim sup d(y, A,); 
(c) V~G Y, VE>O, 3i,~Z:Vli>&, [AnB,(y)#@=+AinB,(y)#@]; 
(d) Vy E Y, for every pair 0 < E < a, 3, E I: Vi > i, [A n B,(y) # @ =+ 
Ain B,(Y) Z @I; 
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(e) v&>O7 Be(A)GUinj>iB,(Aj); 
(f) VE > 0, B,(A) E Li B,(A,). 
Proof The equivalence (a)o (b) ( ) o c are proved in [23] for sequen- 
ces of subsets of R”, but the proof remains unchanged in the general case. 
(c)=(d) and (e)*(f) are obvious. (d)*(e): if yeB,(A) then 
B,(y) n A # 0 for some 0 < 6 < E. Thus there is i, E I such that 
AinB,(y)#@ for i>i, and DEB, for i>i,. (f)*(c): let YE Y and 
E > 0 be arbitrary. If A nB,(y) # 0, y E B,(A) c Li B&(A,) for some 
0 < 6 < E. Thus there is i, E Z such that B, _ &( y) n B&A,) # @ for i 3 i, and 
hence B,(y)nA,#@ for i>i,. 
Remarks. (i) Open balls can be replaced in condition (d) above by 
their closures or by closed balls. This is, however, no longer true in con- 
dition (c). 
(ii) Assume that (Y, r) is a uniformizable topological space and let 
(4Ls be a saturated family of pseudometrics on Y which generate a 
uniformity compatible with z (see [4]). A net (Ai) of subsets of Y is then 
V-convergent to A if, and only if, d,( y, A) > lim sup d,( y, AJ for each 
y E Y and s E S. We can similarly reformulate conditions (c) through (f) in 
Proposition 2.1. Observe that, since V- only depends on the topology of Y, 
the family (d,) can be replaced by any other saturated family of 
pseudometrics generating a uniformity compatible with z. 
A net (Ai) of subsets of (Y, z) is K+-convergent to A E Y if LsA~EA. It 
is known ([5]) that if Y is a Hausdorff space, K+-convergence restricted to 
c(Y) is topological if, and only if, Y is locally compact. 
If either Y is regular and A closed or Y is Hausdorff and A compact, 
then I’+-convergence implies K+-convergence ( [8]). The converse holds if 
(Ai) is compactoid ([S]). 
K+-convergence implies C-convergence and if Y is locally compact and 
A closed the two convergences are equivalent. The equivalence also holds 
for sequences of closed subsets of a first countable space. 
In a uniform space H+-convergence implies K+-convergence. 
Let ( Y, d) be a metric space. A net (A i) of subsets of Y is W,+-convergent 
(or W+-convergent) to A E Y if for every y E Y, d(y, A) 6 lim inf d(y, Ai). 
2.2. PROPOSITION [6]. A net (Ai) is W+-convergent to A if, and only if, 
for every y E Y and every pair 0 < E < c1 there is i, E I such that 
AnIl,(y implies AinB,(y)=@ for idi,. 
Remarks. (i) As in Proposition 2.1 (d), open balls can be replaced by 
closed balls or closure of balls in the above proposition. 
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(ii) If either A # @ or (Y, d) is a bounded metric space, (Ai) is W+- 
convergent o A if, and only if, for every y E Y and every E > 0 there is i, E I 
such that d(y,A)~d(y,A~)+s for i>i,. 
(iii) Let (Y, z) be a uniformizable topological space and (d,),,s a 
saturated family of pseudometrics on Y which generate a uniformity com- 
patible with r. A net (Ai) of subsets of Y is W&-convergent to A G Y if 
(Ai) is Wz-convergent to A for every s E S. W&convergence will be 
denoted by W+-convergence if the family (d,) is fixed. 
It is interesting to note that, unlike V--convergence, two equivalent 
metrics need not generate the same W+-convergence, as the following 
example shows: 
EXAMPLE. Let Y= N and d(n, k) = 11/n - l/k1 for n, kE N. Then d is 
equivalent to the zero-one metric p. 
Define A=(l) and A,={ n, n + l,...} for n> 1. Then (A,) is W;- 
convergent o A but not W,+-convergent. 
In a metric space (Y, d), H+-convergence refers to the uniformity 
generated by d. We now pose two definitions: A net (Ai) of subsets of Y is 
B+-conuergent to A s Y if LsB,(Ai)r B,(A) for every E >O; (Ai) is E+- 
convergent to A if for every y E Y and every E > 0 there is i, EZ such that 
AnB,(y)=@ implies AinB,(y)=@ for ia&,. 
Let Kf [C] denote the statement: (A;) is K+ [Cl-convergent to 2; 
similarly let V+[H+, E+, B+, W’] denote that (A,) is 
V+[H+, E+, B+, W+ ]-convergent o A. 
2.3. PROPOSITION. The following implications hold: 
v+ - H+ - w+ -K+-C 
Proof. The implications V+ =. H+ and K+ =+. C are known and 
V+ = E+ is obvious. E+ = W+ and Wi =+ K+ are proved in [23]. 
To prove H+ * W+, let KEY and O<E<K Put 6=cr-E. By 
assumption there exists i,E I such that Aic B,(A) for i> i,. 
It is clear that if A n B,(y) = @, then necessarily A, n B,(y) = @ for i 3 i,. 
To prove B+ * W+, suppose that d(y, A) > lim inf d(y, A,) for some 
y E Y. Then there exists E > 0 such that for every iE I there is j> i with 
d(y, A) > E > d(y, Aj). Thus y E Ls B,(A,) and y 4 B,(A). 
It is known that H+ + V+ and that C + K+ . To show that in general 
none of the above conditions is equivalent to another it is therefore suf- 
ficient to give the following: 
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2.4. EXAMPLES. (a) K+ 4 W+. Let Y= [0, l[ x [0, 11; define 
A,=[l-l/n, l[x[O,l] fornEN andA={(O,O)}. 
(b) f’+ 6 B+. Let Y= [0, l] x {O}u ((1, 1)); put A,= [0, l/n] 
x(0) for ~IZN and A= {(O,O)}. 
(c) B+ ~5 H+ and E+ 4 H+. Let Y= R, A={l} and 
A,=(l+l/n}u{n},nEN. 
(d) B+ $ E+ and H+ ~5 E+. Let Y= [0, l]x [O, l]\{(O,O)}; 
detineA=]0,1]x{0}andA,=((x,y)~Y~y=(l/n)x)forn~N. 
To reverse any one of the implications in Proposition 2.3 we must 
impose additional conditions on A, (AJ or Y. We recall that a filter on Y is 
locally bounded [lo] if it contains a ball. A filter 9 is boundedly compac- 
toid if for every locally bounded ultrafilter 9 liner than 9, Lim 9 # @. A 
net of subsets of Y is boundedly compactoid if the corresponding filter is 
such. 
2.5. PROPOSITION. (a) If Y is totally bounded, W+ *Hi 
(b) !f A is compact, then W+ * Ef e B+. 
(c) Zf (Ai) is boundedly compactoid, then K+ * E+. 
(d) ([7] for normed spaces) Zf ( Y, d) satisfies the condition 
(+) V.~G YV0<~<~136>cr: B,(y)cB,(B,(y)), then W+*B+. 
Prooj Let us prove (b), for example. 
(i) W+ =xE+. Let ye Y and E > 0 be arbitrary and assume that 
A n B,(y) = @. Since A is compact there is a > E such that A n B,(y) = @. 
This implies by Proposition 2.2 that A, n B,(y) = @ eventually. 
(ii) B+ *E+. Suppose that An B,(y)= @. By compactness of ,? 
there exists 6 > 0 such that A n B,, 26( y) = @, so that y $ B,, JA). Thus 
y#Ls B,+,(Ai) and there exists i,EZ such that y$B,+,(Ai) for i>i,. 
Hence A,nB,(y)=Q, for i>i,. 
If we assume that (Y, d) is boundedly compact, that is every closed ball 
is compact, then every net of subsets of Y is boundedly compactoid. Con- 
sequently, Propositions 2.3 and 2.5 imply Theorem 3.1 of [24] and the 
equivalence (i&,)0 (iii,)o(vii,) in Theorem 2.2 of [23]. However, as 
Example 2.4a) shows, the equivalence W+ o K+ need not hold even if Y is 
a separable locally compact metric space (compare with the remark after 
Theorem 2.2 of [23]). 
2.6. THEOREM. A metric space (Y, d) is boundedly compact if, and only 
if, the convergences K+ and W+ agree on c(Y). 
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Proof: Suppose that there exists a noncompact closed ball B,(y) in Y. 
Then there is a filter 8 containing B,(y) and such that fi{E FE 9 I= CD. 
Direct F downwards by inclusion and put A,= F for every FE 9. Choose 
c1 >E> 6. Since the net (AF) is K+-convergent to A = Y\B,(y) we also 
have that A F -+ HJ+ A. Thus A n B,(y) = @ implies A,n B,(y) = @ for some 
FE 5. Therefore Fn B6( y) = @, a contradiction. 
The following diagram summarizes the above considerations and for the 
sake of simplicity, the limit set is considered to be closed: 
3. QUASI-UNIFORMIZATION OF THE LOWER VIETORIS TOPOLOGY 
Let (Y, r) be a topological space and consider the hyperspace 2” with 
the lower Vietoris topology. It follows from Pervin’s general theorem [19] 
that there exists a quasi-uniformity .?i’ on 2” compatible with T/-; its (com- 
posable) subbase consists of all sets of the form 
E,=(G) x (G)u [2Y\(G)] x 2’, G E z, 
where (G)= {AEON) AnG#@}. Note that E,= {(A,B) ( AnG#@=> 
BnG#@). Thus E;l={(A,B)I AnG=@aBnG=@} and therefore 
Ai + A in the topology Z~ - I if, and only if, Ai c 2 eventually. It follows 
that rg-l induces on c(Y) the upper Vietoris topology corresponding to the 
discrete topology on Y and thus ~~-1 1 c(Y) does not depend on r. 
It is natural to ask whether there exist quasi-uniformities Y on 2’ com- 
patible with V- and such that tym 1 is weaker than ~~-1. We will first 
define such uniformities for the hyperspace of a uniformizable space. 
Let MLs be a saturated family of pseudometrics on Y which generate a 
uniformity compatible with z. 
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Let SE& YE Y, E>O and put 
The collection { Ws,y,c 1s E S, y E Y, E > 0) forms a composable subbase for 
a quasi-uniformity w on 2’ compatible with V- (cf. Proposition 2.1, 
Remark 2). 
Simple examples how that in general z~- 1 is strictly weaker than zg ,. 
NowletsES,yEY,O<s<aandput 
L s,y,s,or = {(A, B) E 2 y x2yI AnB:(y)#@=>BnB”,(y)#@), 
where B;(y)= {XE Yj d,(y,x)<s). 
It can easily be verified that the family { Ls,y,E,a 1s E S, y E Y, 0 <E < a} 
forms a composable subbase for a quasi-uniformity 97 on 2’ and that, 
since the family (d,) is saturated, the topology zyw agrees with V-. 
We will now compare w and Yw with the lower exponential quasi- 
uniformity X associated with the uniformity 4? generated by the 
family (d,). 
3.1. PROPOSITION. (a) Y9F E w c 2. 
(b) The families {(I, K,Y,E I s E S, E > 0 > and {fly J&,~,~ I s E S, 
O<&<a} are basesfor%. 
(c) If (Y, %!) is totally bounded, 9’w = w = SF. 
Proof (a) It is clear that LS,y,E,or 2 Wr,y,cr _ C 2 H(B”, ~ ,). 
(b) Similarly H(B; _ ,) E ny Ws,y,or ~ Ec fly LS,y,E,a, which shows that 
ny wS,B,E and fly L,y,E,a belong to 2; moreover fly Ws,v,a- E E ny LS,Y,E,OL G 
H(B”,) for 0 < E < a and (b) is proved. To check (c) fix s E S and E > 0. Then 
there exist y,...y,E Y such that y= Ui= 1 Bip(Yj). Pick 
(4 B) E n,k 1 L,y,,Y/,E,3,E,2 and aE A. 
There exists j, such that d(a, yjO) < 43 and consequently there is b E B 
with d,(b, yj,,) < s/2. Thus d,(a, 6) <E and (A, B) E H(e). In general 
-Ilr #X because rJlo = H- # V- (see Section 1). 
It can be shown that the quasi-uniformity w cannot in general be 
obtained as the lower exponential quasi-uniformity associated with any 
uniformity compatible with the topology of Y. 
Let (Y, d) be a metric space. 
3.2. THEOREM. A metric space (Y, d) is bounded if, and only if, 
W-=YW. 
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Proof: (i) Suppose that W @ YW. Then there is y E Y and 6 > 0 such 
that Ly.q.ar, I-J “. I-! L.y,E,,a, CZ W,,, for every 0 < E, < c1,, i = l,..., n; n E N. Let 
By = bL,CL, n “. f-3 L.KW” IO<&,<a,,&,,CI,Eo,i=l...n,nE~}, 
where Q is the set of rationals. The family %$ is countable and can 
therefore be arranged as a sequence (Li)i, N. 
Put K,=L, and K,=L,n ... nL, for n>2. Then for every 
n E NK, d Wv,s, i.e., there is (D,, C,) E K,, such that d( y, C,) > 
d( y, D,) + 6. Thus we can select a sequence (8,) of positive rational num- 
bers such that for every n E N 
Since the sequence (8,) is bounded, we can extract a monotone sub- 
sequence (.s,J. Furthermore there are numbers n, and n, in N such that 
Ekno < inf (&k, + 6) and sup Ek, < Ek,, + 6. 
ran, 
(**I 
Let us suppose first that the sequence (sk,) is nonincreasing, i.e., 
&k,, I d Ek, for HEN. (1) 
By (**) there is a rational number c(~ such that Ek,,< a,<infi.,,, (Ed,+ 6). 
Since Ly,ckq.lo E gy 3 Ly,Fkw,aO = Lk for some ke N. Let us take 
k, 2 max{k,,, k}. Then (Dk,, C,“) E Kk, c K, c L, and consequently, 
d(y, C&) > sk, + 6 > infj..,(Ek, + 6) 2 tlo implies that d(y, Dk,) 3 sk,,,. By (1) 
we get d(l), Dk,) 2 ok,, which contradicts (*). 
Suppose now that 
&k,+, 2 &k n for every n E N. (2) 
Applying (**) we can find rational numbers cl, LX, such that 
suPi nl sk, < sl < ~1, < sk”, + 6. Then L.,,E,,,, E gJ and L.,,,,,,, = L, for some 
m E N. Taking k, b max(k,, , m} we have that (Dk,, Ckn) E K,” c L,. But by 
(*) and (2), d(y,C,~)>E,“++63~,~,+6>cc,, and thus d(J’,D,,,)>,sl> 
supian, , &k > &,+-a contradiction. 
(ii) Suppose that d is not bounded and take an arbitrary y E Y. Then 
L Y,,E,,a, n . . n Lyn,En,cr, d W,,,, for every Y, E K O<~,<cc~, i=l...n, 
nEN. 1 
3.3. PROPOSITION. If (Y, d) is a separable metric space, then -w^ and 
YTT are quasi-pseudo-metrizable. 
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Proof Let D be a countable dense subset of Y. Then the families 
{W,,, ( LED, E>O, 8 is rational) and (&+ 1 LED, O<E<CI, 8 and tI are 
rational} are countable subbases for w and Y?&‘“, respectively. The result 
then follows by a well-known theorem (see [ 12, p. 1851). 
Assume that (Y, z) is a normal space. For G,, G2 E z such that G, c G, 
Put 
V G,,G2={(A,B)~2Y~2YIAnG,#~~BnG,#~} 
then the family { VG,,G2 I G,, G2 E z: G, c G,} forms a composable subbase 
for a quasi-uniformity Y on 2’ compatible with V-. Note that V c 9 but 
that in general ty -I < zg- I (see Section 5). If Y is a metric space, then 
Yw c V and if Y is compact metric Y%” = Y. 
Suppose now that (Y, z) is a locally compact space. For every pair 
K,, K2 of compact sets such that K, c int K2 put 
C K,,K*= (64, B)E2YX2Yl ‘4 nintK,#@=BnK,#@). 
The family { CK,,K2:KL, K2 E k( Y) 1 K, c int K2} forms a composable sub- 
base for a quasi-uniformity %? on 2’ compatible with V-. Clearly ‘% c 9 
but the topology zy -I is in general strictly weaker than Z~ -1 (see Section 5). 
If Y is a metric space, ‘+J c 9°K and if Y is boundedly compact V = Yw. 
4. WIJSMAN TOPOLOGY FOR THE HYPERSPACE OF A UNIFORM SPACE 
Let (Y, 7) be a uniformizable topological space and (d,),,s a fixed 
saturated family of pseudometrics on Y generating a uniformity compatible 
with z. It follows from Remark (iii) after Proposition 2.2 that a net (AJ of 
subsets of Y is W+-convergent to A if, and only if, for every SE S, YE Y 
and 0 < E < c1 there is i, E I such that for i b i, 
This is precisely the condition for the net (AJ to be 7,yw -I-convergent 
to A. 
The topology zyw--, on 2’ will be called the upper Wijsman topology 
and denoted by Wt. 
Remark that if A # @, then (Ai) is z,-i-convergent to A if and only if, 
(Ai) is W+-convergent o A. Consequently W+ = zyw -1 = zw-l on the 
family 2,Y of nonempty subsets of Y, even though Y”K’-‘c %‘-I by 
Proposition 3.1. 
The topology W= V- v W+ on2 will be called the Wijsman topology. 
Putting @= w v W-1 and 9’=9’w v Y%“-‘, we have that 
W=7,--,=t* on 2:. In general Ywc@c$ and W<H=72. 
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Remark. The structures Y%‘-, Y%‘-’ and L@@” were implicity used in 
c23,61. 
4.1. PROPOSITION. @ and 93 induce Hausdorff uniformities on c(Y). 
Proof If (C, D) E 4 Y) x 4 Y) n nS,Y,E, o WS,Y,E n Y:& then 4( Y, 0 = 
dh D) for every SES and yc Y. Thus C=D. If 
(C9 D)E nsy.Oc.E<CI L,y,wn L;;,,, and ~EC\D, then DnB”,(y)=@ for 
some a >O since D is closed. Taking 0 <E < c( we have that 
C n B:( y ) = @-a contradiction. 
4.2.LIEOREM. If (Y, d) . ts a separable metric space, the untformities @” 
and YV are metrizable and the space (c(Y), W) is separable. 
Proof. (c( Y), W) is metrizable by Propositions 3.3 and 4.1. It is 
separable because the topology W is weaker than the Vietoris topology 
I/= V- v V+ and (c( Y), V) is separable [ 17, Proposition 4.5.11. 
A multifunction F from a topological space X to (Y, z) is W-upper 
semicontinuous at x E X (W-USC at x) if the function F: X --, (2 ‘, W+ ) is 
continuous at x. F is W-continuous at x if it is I’-lsc and W-USC at x, that is, 
if the function F: X-+ (2’, W) is continuous at x. It follows from the 
definitions that a multifunction F: X -+ Y is W-use at x0 E X [ V-lsc at x,] 
if, and only if, for every s E S and y E Y the function x --, dr( y, F(x)) is lower 
[upper] semicontinuous at x,,. Thus 
4.3. PROPOSITION. A multifunction F: X -+ Y is W-continuous at x0 E X if 
and only tf, the functions x + d,s( y, F(x)), s E S, y E Y, are continuous at x0. 
Similarly, applying Proposition 3.1 (ii), we obtain that a multifunction 
F: X + Y is H-USC at X~E X[H-lsc at x0] if, and only if, for every SE S the 
family of functions { d,5( y, F( . ): y E Y} is equi-lower semicontinuous at x0 
[equi-upper semicontinuous at x0]. As a corollary we quote: 
4.4. PROPOSITION [ 11, th. 2.1). Let (Y, d) be a metric space and 
F. X -+ Y a multifunction. Then F is H-continuous at x E X if, and only if, the 
famiZy { d( y, F( . )): y E Y} is equicontinuous at x. 
It follows from the above considerations that H-upper semicontinuity 
implies W-upper semicontinuity. Thus every H-continuous multifunction is 
W-continuous and if Y is totally bounded the converse also holds. By 
Proposition 2.3 every closed-valued W-USC. multifunction is graph-closed. 
Moreover, W-continuity is weaker than F’-continuity and the two coincide 
for closed-valued subcontinuous multifunctions. 
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5. QUASI-UNIFORMIZATION OF THE UPPER VIETORIS 
AND C~COMPACT TOPOLOGIES 
Let(Y,r)beatopologicalspace.ForGEtput (G)=(AE~“IAcG} 
and define Z,=(G)X(G)~(~~-(G))X~~. Then the family 
(Zc ( GE r } is a composable base for the Pervin quasi-uniformity 9 on 2 ’ 
compatible with V+. 
Observe that Z,={(A,B)E~~X~~IA~G=>B~G}. Thus the con- 
jugate quasi-uniformity B-l admits as its base the family of all subsets 
{(A,B)E~~x~~( AnC=@ + Bn C= @}, with C closed in Y. It follows 
that, if (Y, r) is a T, space, a net (Ai) tends to A for the topology r5-, if, 
and only if, A c Ujc, nisi Ai. 
This means that (A;) tends to A for the lower Vietoris topology induced 
by the discrete topology on Y. Thus, if (Y, r) is a T, space, typ m1 does not 
depend on r. 
A base g for a quasi-uniformity 4? on a subfamily U of 2 ’ is &tone if for 
every A, BE U and every U E %9’, A c B implies U(A) c U(B). A quasi- 
uniformity @ on U is isotone if it has an isotone base. 
5.1. PROPOSITION. 9 is the coarsest isotone quasi-uniformity on 2 ’ com- 
patible with Vf. 
Proof It is clear that BJ is isotone. Suppose that there is an isotone 
quasi-uniformity ?& on 2’ such that T# = V+ and 9% Ct 49. Then there is an 
open set G c Y such that for every U E g’, U d ZG. Let g be directed 
downward by inclusion. For every UE 99 we select (A., B,) E U with 
A,cG and B, ti G. Put A=lJ {ALI\ UE~}. Then B”--+A for T* and 
thus B, -+ A for V+. Since A c G, there exists a U such that B, c G and we 
reach a contradiction. 
However, if Y is a normal space, B is not the coarsest isotone quasi- 
uniformity on c(Y). 
5.2. PROPOSITION. Zf Y is a normal space, the (isotone) quasi-uniformity 
v ~ ’ is compatible with V+ on c( Y). 
ProoJ Clearly v-’ c B so that T+,-I 6 V+. Suppose that the net (Ai) 
tends to AEC(Y) for TV-l. If G is an open set containing A, there are open 
sets G, and G2 such that Y\Gc G, c G, c G, c G, c Y\A. Thus 
Ai E V&2(A) for i > iO and some i, E I. Hence A, c G for i 3 i,. 
Remark. The above proof shows that a net (Ai) c 2’ is z~~I- 
convergent o a closed set A if, and only if, it is V+-convergent o A. 
Since T (-v-~J-l =T+- = VP, the topology induced by v on c(Y) is in 
general strictly weaker than T, -1. It also follows that the bitopological 
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space (c( Y), I/-, V + ) is quasi-uniformizable. Therefore 9 = -Y- v Y - ’ is a 
Hausdorff uniformity on c(Y) compatible with the Vietoris topology V. 
5.3. THEOREM. A topological space Y is normal if, and only if, 
(c(Y), V-, V’ ) is quasi-uniformizable. 
Proof: Suppose that there is a quasi-uniformity 42 on c(Y) such that 
r% = V- and rq-l = V+. Then th e uniformity 4 = @ v % - ’ is compatible 
with V. (c(Y), V) is TO and thus completely regular. Hence, by [ 17, 4.9.51, 
we reach the conclusion. 
Let us now consider the hyperspace 2’ with the cocompact opology C. 
Let 1 be the Pervin quasi-uniformity associated to C. It can be shown, 
as in the case of 3, that ?? is the coarsest isotone quasi-uniformity on 2’ 
compatible with C and that rsLL -I = rti -, , 
Let % be the quasi-uniformity defined at the end of Section 3. We have 
the following: 
5.4. PROPOSITION. If Y is a locally compact space the isotone quasi- 
uniformity W ~ ’ is compatible with C on c( Y). 
It follows from the previous proposition that if Y is a locally compact 
space, the bitopological space (c(Y), I/-, C) is quasi-uniformizable. Con- 
sequently, @ = %? v %-’ is the unique Hausdorff uniformity on c(Y) com- 
patible with V- v C, since (c(Y), V- v C) is a compact Hausdorff 
space [9]. 
6. CONVERGENCE OF NETS OF FUNCTIONS 
Let (X, n) and (Z, 0) be topological spaces. A net (h) of functions 
f, : X -+ Z is O-convergent at x0 E X to a function f: X -+ Z if the net ( fj(xo)) 
is convergent o f(xO) in (Z, 0). 
Let % be a quasi-uniformity on Z. 
6.1. DEFINTION. (i) a net (fi) is 4!-uniformly convergent ((%-u)-con- 
vergent) to f if 
QyE~!ioEZ:Qi~ioVxEX,fi(x)E V(f(x)). 
(ii) A net (fj) is %-locally uniformly convergent ((@-l.u)-convergent) 
at x,EX to fif 
VVE~~iofZ:Q’i>/io3U~~(xo): 
Qx E U,fif,(x) E : -f(f (x))). 
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(iii) Let B be a composable subbase for 42’; a net (fi) is a-quasi- 
locally uniformly convergent ((a-q.l.u)-convergent) at x0 E X to f if 
Note that (42-u)-convergence implies (%-l.u)-convergence (at every 
x E X), which in turn implies (42-q.l.u)-convergence. If 42 is compatible with 
0, then (42~l.u)-convergence at x0 implies @-convergence atx0. 
6.2. THEOREM. Let 4? be a quasi-uniformity on Z compatible with 0. 
Assume that a net (f.) is t&convergent and (@ ~ ‘-q.l.u)-convergent at x0 E X 
to a functionf Zf each f, is continuous at x0, so also isf 
Proof Let VEX be arbitrary. Then there exist V,, I’,, V3 ~9 such 
that V, o V2 0 V3 G V. Since (fi(xO)) is convergent o f (x0) there is i, E I such 
that f;(xO) E Vl(f (x,,)) for every i 2 iO. By (4% ~ ‘-q.l.u)-convergence 
3j2jJU, eN(x,): VXE U&X)E V;‘(f(x)). 
Since fj is continuous at x0, there exists U2 EJV(X,) such that 
fj(x) E v2(fj(xO)) f or each x E U,. Put U = U, n U2. Then for every x E U, 
f(x) E V,(fi(x)) z V,o V,(fj(xo)) s VI o V, O V3(f (Xl?)) 5 Vf cd)* 
Remark. Simple examples show that the previous theorem need not 
hold if (Q-q.l.u)-convergence (or even (42-u)-convergence) is assumed 
instead of (Q-l-q.l.u)-convergence. 
Assume that 4?/ is a quasi-uniformity on 2 compatible with 8 and put 
8-‘=+I. 
6.3. THEOREM. Let the functions jj, ie Z, be &continuous at x, E X and 
the net (hi) be e-convergent at x,, to a functionf Zff is &‘-continuous at x0, 
then (fi) is (Q-l.u)-conoergent to f at x0. 
Proof Let VE@ and take WE%! such that WO WO WG V. Since 
(fi(x,,)) is O-convergent to f (x,), there is i, E Z with fi(xo) E W( f (x0)) for 
i> iO. Let i> i. be arbitrary. Since fi is O-continuous at x,,, there is 
U, E X(x,,) such that h(x) E W(fi(xO)) for each x E U, . 
By the O-l-continuity of f at x,,, there is U,EN(X~) with 
f(x) E W-‘(f-(x,)) for every x E U,. 
Put U = U, n U,. Then fi(x) E V(f (x)) for each x in U. 
Remark. Since (42-l)-’ = 42, we can replace 0, 8-i and 4 with fI-‘, 0 
and 9 -I, respectively. 
Suppose now that 8 is uniformizable, i.e., there exists a uniformity 4 on 
409/l 1212.4 
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2 compatible with 8. Then II = 9 
Theorems 6.2 and 6.3 and obtim 
’ and 0 = 8 - ‘. We can then apply 
6.4. COROLLARY [20, p. 761. Let (f,), fi: X-+ Z, he a net qf ,functions 
which are continuous at x0 E X and assume that (fi) is convergent at x0 to 
f: X-+ Z. Then f is continuous at x0 if, and only if, (L.) is (@-l.u)-convergent 
tof at x0. 
Assume next that @ is a quasi-uniformity compatible with 0. A net (A.) of 
functions fi: X -+ Z is %!-monotonically convergent at x0 E X to a function 
j X+ Z if ( fi) is O-convergent at x0 to f and there exists a base g for c!? 
such that 
VVE 9UiE Z[fi(xO) E V(f (x0)) implies 
fjtxO) E v(f (xO)) Q> il. 
A net (fi) is %-monotonically convergent o f if it is %-monotonically con- 
vergent to f at each x E X. 
From Theorem 6.3 we can infer the following Dini-type theorem: 
6.5. THEOREM. Let X be a compact space and assume that the functions 
fi: X + Z, are e-continuous. If (fi) is %-monotonically convergent to f and f 
is 8- ‘-continuous, then (fi) is (a-u)-convergent tof. 
Proof Let VE 8 be arbitrary. By Theorem 6.3 for each x E X there are 
i(x) E I and U, E M(x) such that j&)(f) E V(f (t)) for every t E U,. Since X 
is compact we can select a finite family {U,,,..., U,“} covering X. Taking 
any iO > maxii(x,), i(x,)} we have that h(x) E V(f (x)) for each i> i, and 
x E x. 
7. CONVERGENCE OF NETS OF SEMICONTINUOUS MULTIFUNCTIONS 
Let (Fi) be a net of multifunctions from X to Y and let T be a topology 
on 2’. (Fi) is T-convergent at XE X to a multifunction F: X + Y if the net 
(Fi(x)) is T-convergent o F(x). 
We will now endow the hyperspace 2’ with the various quasi-unifor- 
mities introduced in the previous paragraphs. We can then refomulate the 
results of the preceding section in terms of nets of multifunctions. 
Let us remark that we used a particular composable subbase to define 
each quasi-uniformity on 2’. Definition 6.1 (iii), when applied to these 
quasi-uniformities, refers to that particular subbase. We will give a few 
detailed definitions, the others being quite analogous. Let Y be a normal 
space and consider the bitopological space (2’, VP, I/+ ). A net (Fi) of mul- 
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tifunctions Fi: X -+ Y is V-quasi locally uniformly convergent at x E X to a 
multifunction F: X + Y if for every pair G1 , G2 of open sets of Y such that 
G, 5 G2 and every in I there are j> i and UE J(x) such that 
U n F- ‘( G, ) c F,: ‘(G2). The net ( Fi) is V ~ ‘-quasi locally uniformly con- 
vergent to Fat x E X if for every pair of open sets G, , G, such that G, c G, 
and every i E I, there are j>i and UE J+‘“(X) such that 
Un<:‘(G,&F-‘(G,). 
Finally the net (F,) is T-quasi-locally uniformly convergent o F at x E X 
if for every pair of open sets G,, G2 such that G, E G, and every i E Z there 
are j 2 i and UE M(x) with 
Un FP’(G,)c F,-‘(G,) and Un F,-‘(Cl) E F-‘(G,). 
Thus, applying Theorem 6.2 and Corollary 6.4, we obtain: 
7.1. THEOREM. Let Y he a normal space. Assume that the net (F,) of mul- 
ttjiinctions Fi: X + Y is V-convergent [ V+-convergent] at XE X to a mul- 
tifunction F: X -+ Y [and F(x) is closed] and that each F, is V-lsc [ V-USC] 
at x. If (F,) is (Y -‘-q.l.u)-convergent [(v-q.l.u)-convergent] to Fat x, then 
F is V-lsc [V-USC] at x. 
7.2. THEOREM. Let (Fi) be a net of multifunctions V-continuous at x E X 
and suppose that (F,) V-converges to F at x. If F(x) is closed, then F is V- 
continuous at x ty, and only ty, (Fi) is p-locally uniformly convergent o F 
at x. 
Assume now that (Y, a) is a uniform space and that (dS)SES is a 
saturated family of pseudometrics on Y generating %!. Consider the quasi- 
uniformity YW on 2’ introduced in Section 3. A net of multifunctions (F,) 
is (YW-q.l.u)-convergent to F at XE:X if for every SES, YE Y, O<E <tl 
and ie I there are j> i and UE N(x) such that U n FP ‘(B;(y)) G 
F,- ‘(B;(y)). (F,) is (9%‘” ~ ‘-q.l.u)-convergent to F at x if for every s E S, 
KEY, O<E<CL and iEI there are jai and LIEN(X) such that 
Un F,:‘(B;(y) c FP’(B”,(y)). 
7.3. THEOREM. Assume that the net (Fi) is V -convergent [W+- 
convergent] to Fat x E X and that the F;s are V-lx [W-USC] at x. If (Fi) is 
(5%‘--‘-q.l.u)-convergent [(YW-q.l.u)-convergent] to F at x, then F is V- 
lsc [W-USC] at x. 
Remarks. (a) The above definitions of local uniform convergence were 
introduced for sequences of multifunctions with values in a metric space in 
[6] following the definition given in [23]. Actually, in [6, 231, open balls 
were used in the first definition and closed balls in the second. It can be 
proved that this distinction is irrelevant. 
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(b) The “lower” part of Theorem 7.3 is proved in [6, th. 3.21, while 
the “upper” part generalizes [6, th. 3.31, in which Y is assumed to be com- 
pact. 
7.4. THEOREM. Let (F;) be a net of multifunctions which are W-con- 
tinuous at x E X and assume that (Fi) is W-Lonvergent to F at x. Then F is 
W-continuous at x ifi and only if, (F,) is (99’“-l.u)-conoergent to F at x. 
Remarks. (a) The necessary part in the above theorem was proved in 
[6, th. 3.11 under the stronger assumption that the F,‘s and F be V-con- 
tinuous at x. 
- (b) In Theorems 7.3 and 7.4 the quasi-uniformities Y-llr, Y-w’ ’ and 
9%‘” can be replaced by w, w -l and @, respectively, if F(x) # @. 
Observe that the net (F,) is (?@-q.l.u)-convergent to F at x,, E X if, and only 
if, for each s E S, y E Y the net of real-valued functions {d,(y, F,(. ))} is 
locally uniformly convergent o the function d,(y, F(. )) at x0, in the usual 
sense. 
Let us now consider the exponential quasi-uniformities Z, fl ’ and G? 
induced by % on 2 ‘. 
7.5. THEOREM. Suppose that the net (F,) is H--convergent [H+- 
convergent] to F at x E X and that each F, is H-lsc [H-USC] at x. Zf (F,) is 
(%-‘-q.l.u)-convergent [(%-q.l.u)-convergent] to F at x, then F is H-lsc 
[H-USC] at x. 
Corollary 6.4 gives: 
7.6. THEOREM (cf. [l, th. 31). Let (F,) be a net of mu&functions which 
are H-continuous at XE X and suppose that (Fi) is H-convergent o F at x. 
Then F is H-continuous at x if, and only 6 (Fi) is (%-l.u)-convergent o F 
at x. 
As a corollary to the “lower” part of Theorem 7.3 and to the “upper” 
part of Theorem 7.5 we obtain the following result due to Smithson [21, 
th. 31: 
7.7. COROLLARY. Suppose the net (Fi) is 2?‘-uniformly convergent o F. 
Zf each F, is I/-lsc [V-USC and F(x) is compact], then F is V-lsc [V-USC]. 
We conclude this section with a remark: if the net (Fi) is (P?V-q.l.u)- 
convergent o F at x,, E X, then F(x,) G Ls Fi(x,); and if (Fi) is (.V%+‘-‘- 
q.l.u)-convergent o F at x0 E X, then Li Fj(x,) c F(x,). Thus the “lower” 
part of Theorem 7.3 implies that F(x,) = Li Fi(xO) and the “upper” part 
F(x,) = Ls F,(x,). The same remark holds for the other analogous 
theorems. 
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8. CONVERGENCE OF NETS OF GRAPH-CLOSED MULTIFUNCTIONS 
It is known that K+-convergence is not topological in general; therefore 
our quasi-uniformization approach is not applicable to nets of graph-closed 
multifunctions. 
In the following example a sequence of graph-closed multifunctions Kf- 
converges at x = 1 and is (z-l.u)-convergent at x = 1 to a multifunction 
which is not graph-closed at x = 1. 
EXAMPLE. Let X= [0, 11, Y= [0, l[ x [0, l]u ((1, l)}; define 
F,(x) = [x, l[ x [O, 1 - l/n] if x~[O,l[ 
= I(03 OH if x=1 
and 
F(x)= Lx, 1c x I3 mJ{(L I,> if x~[O,l[ 
= WA OH if x= 1. 
8.1. THEOREM. Assume that the net (Fj) is (Ydlr-q.l.u)-convergent 
[(Y%‘-‘-q.l.u)-convergent] to Fat x0 E X. Zf the Fts are W-USC [ V-lsc] at 
x0, then Ls, + xo F(x) E Ls FJx,)[Li F,(x,) E Li,,,, F(x)]. 
Proof We will give the proof in the W-USC case. Let y $ Ls F,(x,,). Then 
there exist s E S, a > 0 and i E Z such that for every j > i Fj(x,) n B”,(y) = @. 
Since each Fi is W-USC at x0, for every 0 < 6 < tl, and j> i there is 
Uje N(x,) such that Fj(x) n&,(y) = @. Fix 0 <E < 6. Then there exist 
j,>i, V,EN(X~) such that VjOnF-‘(B~(y))~FJ;‘(B”,(y)). 
Put U = V, n U,. Then for every x E U F(x) n B:(y) = @ and this proves 
that Y 4 Ls, + xo f’(x). 
8.2. COROLLARY. Assume that the net (F;) is K+-convergent at x0 E X 
and (Y-llr-q.l.u)-convergent at x0 to F. Zf each Fi is W-USC at x0, then F is 
graph-closed at x0. 
This result should be compared to Theorem 7.3 and the preceding exam- 
ple. 
Suppose now that Y is a locally compact space and consider the quasi- 
uniformity %‘. The next result follows from Theorem 6.2. 
8.3. THEOREM. Let Y be locally compact and suppose that the net (Fi) is 
C-convergent and (V-q.l.u)-convergent to Fat x E X. Zf each Fi is C-USC at x 
and F(x) is closed, then F is C-USC at x. 
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8.4. COROLLARY ([6] for Y compact metric). Let Y be a locally com- 
pact metric space. Suppose that the sequence (F,,) is Kf-convergent and 
(Yw-q.l.u)-convergent to F at x E X. If the F,,‘s are graph-closed at x and 
F(x) is closed, then F is graph-closed at x. 
Proof: LetS={(n,k)ElVxlVIn<k}anddeline(n,k)<(p,q)iffn<p 
and k < q. For every s = (n, k)E S let G,(x) = lJ:=, F,(x). Then the net 
(GsL s is C-convergent o F at x and the G,‘s are C-USC at x. Let K, and 
K2 be compact sets such that K, c int K, and take r = (n, k) E S. Then there 
are elements y, . ..~.,,EK, and numbers Q<E~<c~,, j= l...rn, such that 
K, E U;! , B,,( y,) c UT= ’ B,,( yi) E K,. Hence for every 1 6 j < m there are 
k,>k and U,E.C~(X) with U,nFF’(B,(y,))GF;‘(B,(y,)). Put 
U=n;=, q, and s=(mink,,maxk,). Then s>r and UnF-‘(intK,)s 
G;-‘(K,). Therefore (G,) is (V-q.l.u)-convergent to F at x and by 
Theorem 8.3 F is graph-closed at X. 
9. DINI-TYPE THEOREMS FOR NETS OF MULTIFUNCTIONS 
Let U be a subfamily of 2 ‘. Following the definition given in Section 5, 
we will say that a quasi-uniformity 92 on U is qntitone if it has an antitone 
base a: that is, for every A, BE II and every UE g’, A c B implies 
U(B) c U(A). 
The quasi-uniformities Yw, ^w’, V and %? are antitone, while the con- 
jugates YV- ‘, w-‘, V ~~’ and V’ are isotone. 
A net (Fi) of multifunctions F,: X -+ U is decreasing [increasing] if for 
every x E X and every pair i, jg Z, i 2 j implies I;;(x) c Fj(x)[Fj(x) c F;(x)]. 
We will assume that n, l , F,(x)EU[U~.,F,(X)EU] for every XEX 
whenever the net (F,) is decreasing [increasing]. 
Suppose that U is a bitopological space under the topologies T- and Tf 
and that y is a quasi-uniformity on U such that Z~ = T- and z,~ I = T+. 
We will also assume that y has the following property: if y is isotone 
[antitone], there is an isotone [antitone] base B for 9 such that B-.’ is 
an antitone [isotone] base for .y ‘. 
Note that all the quasi-uniformities listed above have this property. 
From Theorem 6.5 we can deduce the following Dini theorem: 
9.1. THEOREM. Let X be a compact space and (F,) a decreasing 
[increasing] net of T-- -continuous multifunctions. Assume that y is isotone 
[antitone]. Zf (F,) is T--convergent to F= nie, Fi[F= IJit, Fi] at every 
x E X and F is TC-continuous, then (F,) is ~-uniformly convergent to F. 
Proof: In both cases (F,) is 9 ‘-uniformly and T-monotonically con- 
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vergent to F. By Theorem 6.5 (Fi) is then also F-uniformly convergent 
to F. 
The next corollary improves on Proposition 3.5 of [6]. 
9.2. COROLLARY. Let X be compact and Y a metric space. Let (F,) be a 
decreasing sequence of W-USC multifunctions. If each F,, is compact-valued 
and F= fi, F, is V-kc, then F,, is #-uniformly convergent to F. 
Proof: It is enough to obseve that (F,) is W+-convergent o F, as a 
decreasing sequence of compact subsets of Y. 
9.3. COROLLARY [2, th. 31. Let X be compact and Y a uniform space. 
Let (F,,) be a decreasing sequence of compact-valued H-USC multijiinctions. If’ 
F= 0, F,, is H-lsc, then (F,,) is s-uniform1.v convergent to F. 
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